
Color transparency: 33 years and still running

Mark Strikman, PSU 

Topics to be covered 

Discovery of high energy CT and search for disappearance of CT at LHC

Search for CT at intermediate energies  - bane of space -time evolution

Future directions for Jlab studies

Exclusive reactions, Jlab May 22, 07

Based on studies together principally with  Farrar,  Frankfurt,  
Miller, Sargsian, Zhalov



Color transparency phenomenon plays  a dual role:

             ✠   probe of the high energy dynamics of string interaction 

             ✠   probe of minimal small size  components of the hadrons 
                    

at intermediate energies also a unique probe of the space time evolution of wave packages - 
relevant for interpretation of RHIC  AA data

Sample of high energy questions

Two questions important for the understanding of
strong interactions which can be addressed via studies

of color transparency/opacity phenomena:

• What is the origin of the total cross sections of hadron-hadron interactions?
Are they always a weak function of energy? Can hadron collapse to a small
configuration and interact with much smaller cross section than the average one
- color transparency. If so, would this effect disappear at very high energies -
color opacity.

• Can one measure the wave functions of hadrons? Can a high energy hadron
exist is a configuration with no gluon field if looked at by a high resolution probe?

How can the process of decay happen like
π− → W− → µν̄µ, ρ → e+e−, where q and

q̄ have to come very close together and
leave no gluon field behind.
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Beginning of CT - discovery of narrow  J/ψ   - November 04 and 
observation of small cross section for its photoproduction which within 
VDM corresponded to 

Note this number is actually underestimates genuine J/ψ-N   cross section 
due to production of   J/ψ    in small size configurations FS85

σV DM
tot (J/ψN) ∼ 1 mb

σtot(J/ψN) ∼ 4 mb

Future studies of A-dependence of J/ψ photoproduction at 12 GeV

Winter of 74-75 - numerous  discussions between Leonya Frankfurt and Volodya 
Gribov - on implications for strong interactions - no single scale, weak 
interactions of small hadrons. Gribov asked how this property could hold at high 
energy even if the system is small over long time it will emit a ladder and due to 
diffusion interact as a normal hadron
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F.E. Low A Model of the Bare Pomeron Phys.Rev.D12:163-173,1975.

Two-gluon exchange model
Clear statement that in the limit of small object interaction is proportional to 
square of its radius  - recast of well known property of QED

Naive expectation: small objects interact weakly, like small dipoles in QED.

F.Low & S.Nussinov 75
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Qualitative difference from QED: cross section rapidly increases with energy
- a fingerprint of small size dipole interaction in a wide energy range

(λ(x = 10−3, Q2 = 10 GeV 2 ≈ 9). Leads to emergence of an exciting new
physics of high densities in the perturbative regime at very high energies.
Also, qualitatively different from soft physics: σtot(soft) ∝ s0.1, σdipole−N

tot (d =
.3fm) ∝ s0.2, σdipole−N

tot (d = .1fm) ∝ s0.4.
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studies of the “quark-antiquark 
dipole”(transverse size d)  - nucleon 

cross section based pQCD and  
HERA data 

Frankfurt et al 
2000-2001

Soft

Regime

Matching Region

Hard

Regime

Υ J/ψ
σinel =

π2

3
F2d2αs(λ/d2)xGT(x.λ/d2)

F2 Casimir operator  of color SU(3)

Dipole approximation for DIS and vector meson production describes bulk of the HERA data. 
Challenge for the future - limiting behavior of  σ - onset of black disk regime - addressed in a 
number of  models [ Affirmative answer to Gribov’s question]



New idea -  use CT  property  of interaction of small color singlet 
configurations to probe dynamics of hard exclusive processes - 

namely large angle hadron- hadron scattering   

A.Mueller  & S. Brodsky 82

Expectation: 
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dσ(h + A→ h + p + (A− 1))
dt

= Z
dσ(h + p→ h + p)

dt



Main challenge: |qqq> is not an eigenstate of the QCD Hamiltonian.  So even 
if we find an elementary process in which interaction is dominated by small size 
configurations - they are not frozen. They evolve with time - expand after 
interaction to average configurations and contract before interaction  from 
average configurations (FFLS88)

136c M. Strikman, M. Zhalov/Nuclear Physics A670 (2000) 135c-148c 

are those which contain minimal number of constituents. They determine asymptotic 

behavior of various exclusive hard processes such as electromagnetic form factors. One 

can expect that at very large momentum transfers point-like (small size components) 

(PLC) of the hadron wave function should dominate in the scattering. To check this 

assumption it was suggested by Brodsky [3] and Mueller [4] to study quasi-exclusive hard 

reactions I(h) + A --+ l(h) + p + (A - 1)*. If the energies and momentum transfers are 

large enough one expects that projectile and ejected nucleon travel through the nucleus 

in point-like (small size) configurations, resulting in a cross section proportional to A. 

In accessing the range of applicability of this approximation one has to address two 

questions: (i) Can PLC be treated as a frozen during the passage of the nucleus, (ii) At 

what momentum transfer PLC's dominate in the elementary amplitude. 

2.1. Expansion effect 

The current color transparency experiments are performed in the kinematics where 

expansion of the produced small system is very important (essential longitudinal distances 

are not large enough) and strongly suppresses color transparency effect [5,7]. 

The maximal longitudinal distance for which coherence effects are still present is de- 

termined by the minimal characteristic internal excitation energies of the hadron h. The 

estimates [5,7] show that for the case of a nucleon ejectile coherence is completely lost at 

the distances/~ ,,~ (0.3 + 0.5) • Ph fm, where Ph is measured in GeV/c. 

To describe the effect of the loss of coherence two complementary languages were sug- 

gested. In Ref. [5] based on the quark-gluon representation of PLC wave function it was 

argued that the main effect is quantum diffusion of the wave packet so that 

= (,~,,o~d + ~ [ , ,  - ,~ho~d])O(~c --  Z )  + ~ O ( Z  - ~c). (1) (TPLC ( z ) 

This equation is justified for hard stage of time development in the leading logarithmic 

approximation when perturbative QCD can be applied [5,6,9,8]. One can expect that 

Eq.(1) smoothly interpolates between the hard and soft regimes. A sudden change of 

a P i c  would be inconsistent with the observation of an early (relatively low Q2) Bjorken 

scaling [9]. Eq.(1) implicitly incorporates the geometric scaling for the PLC-nucleon 

interactions which for the discussed energy range include nonperturbative effects. However 

the discussed approximation for the expansion effects is oversimplified, see discussion in 

section 2.3. 

The time development of the P L C  can also be obtained by modeling the ejectile-nucleus 

interaction using a baryonic basis for the wave function of PLC: 

I~PLC(t))  -= Ei=laiexp(~Ei t  ) IqJi) = e x p ( i E ,  t )E~=,aiexp \ 2P  ] I~i),  (2) 

where I~i) are the Hamiltonian eigenstates with masses mi, and P is the momentum of 

PLC which satisfies P >> e l .  As soon as the relative phases of the different hadronic 

components become large (of the order of one) the coherence is likely to be lost. It was 

however suggested by B.Pire and J.Ralston that coherence may be sustained over much 

larger distances, see contribution of B.Pire [10] and references therein. One rather special 

example when coherence is sustained indefinitely is the harmonic oscillator - in this case 

coherence is sustained due to the equidistance of the energy levels. 

p

p

p

pA→ pp (A-1) at large t and 
intermediate energies

lcoh~ 0.3 fm pN[GeV]

lcoh
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where I~i) are the Hamiltonian eigenstates with masses mi, and P is the momentum of 

PLC which satisfies P >> e l .  As soon as the relative phases of the different hadronic 

components become large (of the order of one) the coherence is likely to be lost. It was 

however suggested by B.Pire and J.Ralston that coherence may be sustained over much 

larger distances, see contribution of B.Pire [10] and references therein. One rather special 

example when coherence is sustained indefinitely is the harmonic oscillator - in this case 
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Quantum 
Diffusion model 

of expansion

Note - one can use multihadron basis with build in CT (Miller and Jennings) or 
diffusion model - numerical results for σPLC are very similar. 

actually incoherence length

MC at RHIC assume 
much larger lcoh
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CT at intermediate energies requires three conditions: small 
configurations, small cross section and suppression of expansion

CT at high  energies requires two  conditions: small configurations, 
small cross section. However the small cross section condition is 
more difficult to satisfy (large gluon density at small x)

where S is sea quark distribution  for quarks making up the dipole

Warning - at low energies where gluons play relatively small role, small 
dipole cross section does not go to zero:

8

σ(d, x) =
π2

3
αs(Q2

eff )d2
[
xNGN (x,Q2

eff ) + 2/3xNSN (xN , Q2
eff )

]



=⇒ Need to trigger on small size configurations at high energies.

Two ideas:

" Select special final states: diffraction of pion into two high transverse
momentum jets - an analog of the positronium inelastic diffraction. Qualitatively
- from the uncertainty relation d ∼ 1/pt(jet)

" " Select a small initial state - diffraction of longitudinally polarized virtual
photon into mesons. Employs the decrease of the transverse separation between
q and q̄ in the wave function of γ∗

L, d ∝ 1/Q.

M.Strikman

Discovery of high energy CT

QCD factorization is valid with proof based on the CT property 
of QCD  - see C.Weiss talk
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π + N(A) → “2 high pt jets′′ + N(A)

Mechanism:
Pion approaches the target in a frozen small size qq̄ configuration
and scatters elastically via interaction with Gtarget(x, Q2).

the first analysis for πp scattering Randa(80), nuclear effects - Bertsch, Brodsky,
Goldhaber, Gunion (81), pQCD treatment: Frankfurt, Miller, MS (93)
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A(π + N → 2 jets + N)(z, pt, t = 0) ∝
∫

d2dψqq̄
π (z, d)σ”qq̄”−N(A)(d, s) exp(ikt · d),

d = rq
t − rq̄

t , ψqq̄
π (z, d) ∝ z(1 − z)d→0 is the light-cone qq̄ pion wave function.

M.Strikman

First attempt of the theoretical analysis of   πN process - Randa 80 - power 
law dependence of pt of the jet (wrong power)

First attempt of the theoretical analysis of   πA process - Brodsky et al 81 - 
exponential suppression of pt spectra, weak A dependence (A1/3)

❖

❖

❖ pQCD analysis - Frankfurt, Miller, MS 93; elaborated arguments related to 
factorization 2003
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Dominant diagram 

Examples of the Suppressed diagrams 

gluon in the initial and final state wave functions are effec-

tively the same as for a gluon interaction with quarks except

for the Casimir operator of the color group in the octet and

the triplet representation. A subtle point of calculation is to

evaluate the z dependence of this ratio. For certainty in the

evaluation of term T2 we assume that the nonperturbative

pion wave function is equal to the asymptotic one.

Thus the ratio is determined by the color content of color

flow in the pion wave function and the quark color and by

the dependence of energy denominators on the fraction of

pion momentum carried by quarks and gluons. So

T2

T1
!
F2!8 "

F2!3 "! "1#
1

z!1"z "
#

z

!1"z "2
ln z

#
!1"z "

z2
ln!1"z " " . !24"

Here F2(i) !for i!8,3" is the Casimir operator for octet and
triplet representations of color group SU(3)c . The ratio

T2 /T1 is #0.5 for z!1/2, remains nearly constant for #z
" .5#$0.3 and increases to 9/8 at z!0,1. This term is addi-

tionally suppressed by the Sudakov-type form factor and by

the form factor w2—see the discussion below.

C. Final state interaction of the qq̄ pair—T3

The interaction with the target gluons may occur before

the interaction between quarks in the final state, and the re-

lated amplitudes are denoted as T3, see Figs. 5 and 6.

The term T3a includes the effect of the final state qq̄

interaction. Figure 6 includes the interaction of a target gluon

with color flow in the wave function of final state.

We need to evaluate only the s" ,u" channel cuts of the

diagram %and use Eq. !3" to get any necessary real part&. It is
useful to define l t as the quark transverse momentum within

the pion wave function. Then there are two kinematic re-

gimes to consider. The first has l t$' t , k1t$' t , and the sec-

ond l t
2(k1t

2 (' t
2 . We consider the former regime first, as it is

expected to be more important. In this case, we shall employ

conservation of the four-momentum to evaluate x2. Conser-

vation of the four-momentum can be used to relate the inter-

mediate state !denoted by the vertical dashed line, occurring
between the emission and the absorption of the gluons by the

target in the diagram of Fig. 5 %35&" of momentum p̃ with

p̃2)m̃2 with the intermediate state. The mass of the qq̄ in-

termediate state is given by

m̃2#x1*"x1+*"k1t
2 !25"

where + is the light cone fraction of the pion momentum

carried by an exchanged gluon: +!"k1
"/p,

"!"k2
"/p,

" .

Thus we arrive at the equation

x1!
m̃2#k1t

2

!1"+"*
. !26"

It follows from the requirement of positivity of energies of

all produced particles in the intermediate states that 0$+
$1. We can now calculate m̃2 directly in terms of the light

cone momenta of the qq̄ pair in the intermediate state:

m̃2!! l t2
z

#
!k1t"l t"

2

1"z"+ " !1"+""k1t
2 . !27"

Combining Eqs. !25",!27" we obtain

l t
2

z
#

!k1t"l t"
2

1"+"z
!x1* , !28"

which, when using Eq. !5", leads to

x1!
1

* ! l t2
z

#
!k1t"l t"

2

1"+"z
" !

m2 jet
2

*
#x2 . !29"

Therefore

x2!
1

* ! l t2
z

#
!k1t"l t"

2

1"+"z
"

' t
2

z!1"z " " . !30"

In order for the term T3a to compete with T1a we need to

have l t$' t , k1t$' t—otherwise T3a will be additionally

suppressed by the power of ' t
2 ,-s . These kinematics cause

Eq. !30" to yield the result "x2.' t
2/* .

This argument can be carried out for all combinations of

diagrams represented by Fig. 5. For example, another attach-

ment of gluons, in which the gluon k1 is absorbed by the

quark, corresponds to interchanging z with 1"z , and there-

FIG. 3. Contribution to T2a of the qq̄g intermediate state. The

exchanged gluon interacts with with each of the target gluons.

There is also a diagram in which the gluons from the target are

crossed, and another two in which the exchanged gluon is emitted

by the anti-quark. Only a single diagram of the four that contribute

is shown.

FIG. 4. Contribution to T2b from the qq̄g intermediate state.

The interaction of one target gluon field with an exchanged gluon in

the intermediate states. There is also a diagram in which the gluons

from the target are crossed, and another group in which the ex-

changed gluon is emitted by the anti-quark. Only one of 16 dia-

grams that contribute is shown.
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fore leads to the same result for x2. Evidently this result for

x2 is valid in the leading !sln "t
2/#QCD

2 approximation also.

Thus we consider the second situation: l t
2$k1t

2 $" t
2 . In this

case, the initial pion wave function contains a hard quark,

and we discuss hard radiative correction in the next order of

!s . This is the typical situation in which there are extra hard

lines, as compared with the dominant terms, and one obtains

a suppression factor $1/" t
2 which could be compensated by

the d2kt integral. However, this integral does not produce

ln "t
2/#QCD

2 because the region of integration is too narrow.

So this contribution is at most the non-leading-order %NLO&
correction over !s . But we restrict ourselves by the leading-

order %LO& contribution only.
The presence of color flow in the wave function of the

final state leads to the interaction of a target gluon with a

gluon in the wave function of the final state; see Fig. 6. This

term is suppressed by an additional power of 1/" t
2 . The proof

of this statement repeats the same reasoning as that explain-

ing the suppression of the term T1b . It heavily uses the WW

and the Gribov representations, discussed in Sec. II A, and

the identities which follow from the antisymmetry of the

vertex for the three gluon interaction, the color neutrality of

the pion wave function, and the dijet final state. In the deri-

vation it is helpful to use the observation that effectively

!x2!'" t
2/( . Evidently similar reasoning is applicable in com-

puting amplitudes to leading order in !s and all orders in

!sln "t
2/lt
2 .

Repeating the same reasoning as in the estimate of the

terms of T1a ,T1b , and remembering that !x2)" t
2/( we

achieve the estimate T3'!s
2x1GA(x1 ,x2 ," t

2)/" t
4 . It is in-

structive to investigate whether the Feynman mechanism,

where the leading quark %anti-quark& carries a fraction of the
pion momentum z! close to 1 but high momentum jets are

formed by the action of a final state interaction, may compete

with the PQCD description. In this case transverse momenta

of constituents l t in the pion wave function are expected to

be equal to the mean transverse momenta of partons in the

non-perturbative regime. For certainty let us model the Feyn-

man mechanism by assuming that recoil system is quark

%anti-quark& with momentum 1!z! close to 0. Within this
model we will obtain Feynman diagrams for the term T2, but

with the region of integration defined by the Feynman

mechanism. A simple dimensional evaluation of term T3 due

to the Feynman mechanism within the Gribov representation

shows that it is suppressed by the powers of " t . The contri-

bution of the region l t
2/(1!z!)"M 2 jet

2 has been considered

above—it is additionally suppressed for the Feynman mecha-

nism by the restriction of the region of integration over z!.
Thus our next discussion is restricted by the consideration of

the contribution of the region, l t
2/(1!z!)*M 2 jet

2 :

T3'
1

" t
2" +,%z!,l t

2&
1

Mint
2 !M 2 jet

2

% l t&
2

%1!z!&
d2l tdz!. %31&

In the above formulas we use the Brodsky-Lepage conven-

tion for the definition of wave functions and retain terms

maximally singular when z!→1. Power counting is simple:

the factor l t
2/(1!z!)" t

2 is from the gluon exchange in the

final state. The factor l t
2/(1!z!) is singular when z!→1. It

originates from the quark vertexes accompanying the propa-

gator of the gluon exchanged in the wave function of final

state. Here 1/(1!z!) follows from a transition when a frac-

tion of the pion momentum carried by a quark tends to 0.

The factor M 2(2 jet)!l t
2/z!(1!z!) in the denominator is

due the fermion propagator adjacent to the hard gluon ex-

change in the wave function of the final state. Here Mint
2

)(mrec
2 #l t

2)/(1!z!) is the mass of an intermediate state,
and mrec

2 is the invariant mass of the recoil system in the

Feynman mechanism. In the region of integration 1!z!
"l t

2/M 2 jet
2 one may neglect by M 2(2 jet) in the denominator

as compared to l t
2/(1!z!). So one obtains T2

'(1/" t
2)-+,(z!,l t

2)d2l tdz!. In this case, another factor of
1/" t

4 arises from the integration over z!. Hence we have
found that the Feynman mechanism is a higher twist correc-

tion to the PQCD contribution. The Feynman mechanism is

further suppressed by the requirement of a lack of collinear

to pion momentum radiation—see the discussion below.

D. Gluon admixture to the wave functions of initial and final

states—T4

The Feynman diagram corresponding to Fig. 7 contains

the time ordering corresponding to the qq̄g configuration in

the pion wave function interacting with the quarks in the

final state. In taking the imaginary part of the amplitude, the

intermediate state must contain a hard on-shell quark and a

hard on-shell gluon. But such a state cannot be produced by

a soft almost on-shell quark in the initial state, so there is an

additional suppression factor, caused by the rapid decrease of

the non-perturbative pion wave function with increasing

FIG. 5. Contribution to T3a . The high momentum component of

the final qq̄ pair interacts with the two-gluon field of the target.

Only a single diagram of the eight that contribute is shown.

FIG. 6. Contribution to T3b . A gluon from the two-gluon field

of the target interacts with the high momentum component of the

final qq̄ pair wave function. Only a single diagram of the eight that

contribute is shown.
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quark virtuality. This factor is greater than a power of ! t
2 .

One may also consider the case when the transverse mo-

menta of quarks in the pion wave function are large enough

to use PQCD. Then the large virtuality of the quark intro-

duces a suppression factor of 1/! t
2l t
2 , with at least one power

of 1/! t
2 arising from the quark line for the transition q

→qg and another factor of 1/l t
2 arising from the pion wave

function. There are additional factors: 1/! t
2 arises from the

hard fermion line, and 1/! t
4 from the application of Ward

identities and the condition x1" ,x2"#! t
2 . A factor of ! t

2l t
2 is

present in the numerator, with ! t
2 originating from the verti-

ces in the WW representation and l t
2 from the integration

over quark momenta in the pion wave function. All in all this

amplitude is suppressed by the factor l t
2/(! t

2)3. Another case

occurs when l t
2#! t

2 . Then this diagram will be suppressed as

compared to T1 at least by one power of $s without the large

factor ln !t
2/%QCD

2 . But here we restrict ourselves to the

analysis of LO corrections.

Similar reasoning helps to prove that the contribution of

diagrams in Fig. 6 is suppressed by a factor l t
2/! t

2 as com-

pared to that in Fig. 1. This is the power-type suppression if

the pion wave function is non-perturbative, and may be a

NLO $s correction if the perturbative high momentum tail is

included in the pion wave function.

Another contribution to T4 arises from the sum of Feyn-

man diagrams in which the gluon exchange between the q

and q̄ in the beam occurs during the interaction with the

target, see Figs. 8, 9, and 10. The naive expectation is that

such terms, which amount to having a gluon exchanged dur-

ing the very short interaction time characteristic of the two

gluon exchange process occurring at high energies, must be

very small indeed.

The intent of this section is to use the analytic properties

of the scattering amplitude to show that T4 is negligible.

Instead of calculating the sum of the imaginary parts of all of

the amplitudes, we will prove that this sum vanishes by ana-

lyzing analytic properties of the important diagrams. Each

considered diagram contains a product of an intermediate-

state quark and anti-quark propagator. At high energies, these

propagators are controlled by the terms of highest power of

x1 2p•p&!x1" , and 'as to be shown( have poles in the
complex x1 plane which are located on one side of the con-

tour of integration. The sign of the term containing (") in
each propagator unambiguously follows from the directions

of pion and target momenta. If we can show that the typical

integral is of the form

! dx1
1

'$x1""a#i)('*x1""b#i)(
, $ ,*$0

'32(

the proof would be complete.

We now consider the Feynman graphs, starting with Fig.

9. Once again we compute the imaginary part of the graph

and consider the intermediate state as being on the energy

shell. The propagator for the line 'a( has the factor

'k1#z!p&(2"mq
2!z!x1"#••• , '33(

while that of the near-mass-shell line 'b( is independent of
x1, because the quark momenta in the final state and in the

pion wave function are not connected with the target mo-

mentum. The propagator of line 'c( has the factor

'k2#q1(
2"mq

2!x2z"#•••!x1z"#••• . '34(

Here q1 is the momentum of the jet (z ,! t) and ••• denotes
the terms which are independent of x1. The last equation is

obtained from using Eqs. '5(,'7(. The results '33(,'34( show
that the diagram of Fig. 9 takes on the mathematical form of

the integral '32(. Thus this term vanishes.

We also consider the diagram of Fig. 10. In this case there

are three propagators 'a(,'b(,'c( that have a term proportional
to x1" , but the coefficients are not all positive. The propaga-
tor factor for line 'a( is given by

'x1p&#k1(
2!x1z!"#••• , '35(

while that of line 'c( is given by

'k2#q2(
2"mq

2!x2'1"z ("#•••!'1"z (x1"#••• .
'36(

At the same time, the coefficient multiplying x1 in the propa-

gator 'b( 'gluon production( has no definite sign. Thus for

FIG. 7. A time ordering that contributes to T4. The qq̄g state

interacts with the target. Only a single diagram of the eight where a

gluon interacts with quarks in a pion fragmentation region that con-

tribute is shown.

FIG. 8. A contribution to T4b . The target gluon absorbs a gluon

of pion wave function. Only one diagram of the eight that occur is

shown.
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fore leads to the same result for x2. Evidently this result for

x2 is valid in the leading !sln "t
2/#QCD

2 approximation also.

Thus we consider the second situation: l t
2$k1t

2 $" t
2 . In this

case, the initial pion wave function contains a hard quark,

and we discuss hard radiative correction in the next order of

!s . This is the typical situation in which there are extra hard

lines, as compared with the dominant terms, and one obtains

a suppression factor $1/" t
2 which could be compensated by

the d2kt integral. However, this integral does not produce

ln "t
2/#QCD

2 because the region of integration is too narrow.

So this contribution is at most the non-leading-order %NLO&
correction over !s . But we restrict ourselves by the leading-

order %LO& contribution only.
The presence of color flow in the wave function of the

final state leads to the interaction of a target gluon with a

gluon in the wave function of the final state; see Fig. 6. This

term is suppressed by an additional power of 1/" t
2 . The proof

of this statement repeats the same reasoning as that explain-

ing the suppression of the term T1b . It heavily uses the WW

and the Gribov representations, discussed in Sec. II A, and

the identities which follow from the antisymmetry of the

vertex for the three gluon interaction, the color neutrality of

the pion wave function, and the dijet final state. In the deri-

vation it is helpful to use the observation that effectively

!x2!'" t
2/( . Evidently similar reasoning is applicable in com-

puting amplitudes to leading order in !s and all orders in

!sln "t
2/lt
2 .

Repeating the same reasoning as in the estimate of the

terms of T1a ,T1b , and remembering that !x2)" t
2/( we

achieve the estimate T3'!s
2x1GA(x1 ,x2 ," t

2)/" t
4 . It is in-

structive to investigate whether the Feynman mechanism,

where the leading quark %anti-quark& carries a fraction of the
pion momentum z! close to 1 but high momentum jets are

formed by the action of a final state interaction, may compete

with the PQCD description. In this case transverse momenta

of constituents l t in the pion wave function are expected to

be equal to the mean transverse momenta of partons in the

non-perturbative regime. For certainty let us model the Feyn-

man mechanism by assuming that recoil system is quark

%anti-quark& with momentum 1!z! close to 0. Within this
model we will obtain Feynman diagrams for the term T2, but

with the region of integration defined by the Feynman

mechanism. A simple dimensional evaluation of term T3 due

to the Feynman mechanism within the Gribov representation

shows that it is suppressed by the powers of " t . The contri-

bution of the region l t
2/(1!z!)"M 2 jet

2 has been considered

above—it is additionally suppressed for the Feynman mecha-

nism by the restriction of the region of integration over z!.
Thus our next discussion is restricted by the consideration of

the contribution of the region, l t
2/(1!z!)*M 2 jet

2 :

T3'
1

" t
2" +,%z!,l t

2&
1

Mint
2 !M 2 jet

2

% l t&
2

%1!z!&
d2l tdz!. %31&

In the above formulas we use the Brodsky-Lepage conven-

tion for the definition of wave functions and retain terms

maximally singular when z!→1. Power counting is simple:

the factor l t
2/(1!z!)" t

2 is from the gluon exchange in the

final state. The factor l t
2/(1!z!) is singular when z!→1. It

originates from the quark vertexes accompanying the propa-

gator of the gluon exchanged in the wave function of final

state. Here 1/(1!z!) follows from a transition when a frac-

tion of the pion momentum carried by a quark tends to 0.

The factor M 2(2 jet)!l t
2/z!(1!z!) in the denominator is

due the fermion propagator adjacent to the hard gluon ex-

change in the wave function of the final state. Here Mint
2

)(mrec
2 #l t

2)/(1!z!) is the mass of an intermediate state,
and mrec

2 is the invariant mass of the recoil system in the

Feynman mechanism. In the region of integration 1!z!
"l t

2/M 2 jet
2 one may neglect by M 2(2 jet) in the denominator

as compared to l t
2/(1!z!). So one obtains T2

'(1/" t
2)-+,(z!,l t

2)d2l tdz!. In this case, another factor of
1/" t

4 arises from the integration over z!. Hence we have
found that the Feynman mechanism is a higher twist correc-

tion to the PQCD contribution. The Feynman mechanism is

further suppressed by the requirement of a lack of collinear

to pion momentum radiation—see the discussion below.

D. Gluon admixture to the wave functions of initial and final

states—T4

The Feynman diagram corresponding to Fig. 7 contains

the time ordering corresponding to the qq̄g configuration in

the pion wave function interacting with the quarks in the

final state. In taking the imaginary part of the amplitude, the

intermediate state must contain a hard on-shell quark and a

hard on-shell gluon. But such a state cannot be produced by

a soft almost on-shell quark in the initial state, so there is an

additional suppression factor, caused by the rapid decrease of

the non-perturbative pion wave function with increasing

FIG. 5. Contribution to T3a . The high momentum component of

the final qq̄ pair interacts with the two-gluon field of the target.

Only a single diagram of the eight that contribute is shown.

FIG. 6. Contribution to T3b . A gluon from the two-gluon field

of the target interacts with the high momentum component of the

final qq̄ pair wave function. Only a single diagram of the eight that

contribute is shown.

L. FRANKFURT, G. A. MILLER, AND M. STRIKMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 094015
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A slightly simplified final answer is 

A(π + N → 2 jets + N)(z, pt, t = 0) ∝∫
d2dψqq̄

π σqq̄−N(A)(d, s) exp(iptd)

d = r
q
t − r

q̄
t ,

ψqq̄
π (z, d) ∝ z(1 − z)d→0 is the  quark-antiquark Fock component of 

the meson light cone wave function

Plane wave  in the final state - faster onset of scaling than for VM production

12



=⇒ A-dependence: A4/3
[

GA(x,k2
t )

AGN(x,k2
t )

]2

, where x = M2
dijet/s. (A4/3 = A2/R2

A)

=⇒ dσ(z)
dz ∝ φ2

π(z) ≈ z2(1 − z)2 where z = Ejet1/Eπ.

=⇒ kt dependence: dσ
d2kt

∝ 1
kn

t
, n ≈ 8 for x ∼ 0.02

=⇒ Absolute cross section is also predicted

What is the naive expectation for the A-dependence of pion dissociation for
heavy nuclei? Pion scatters off a black absorptive target. So at impact
parameters b < RA interaction is purely inelastic, while at b > RA no interaction.
Hence σinel = πR2

A. How large is σel? Remember the Babinet’s principle
from electrodynamics: scattering off a screen and the complementary hole are
equivalent. Hence σel = πR2

A, while inelastic diffraction occurs only due to the
scattering off the edge and hence ∝ A1/3

M.Strikman
13



The E-791 (FNAL) data Eπ
inc = 500GeV (D.Ashery et al, PRL 2000)

♥ Coherent peak is well resolved:

Number of events as a function of q2
t , where qt = Σipi

t for the cut Σpz ≥ 0.9pπ.

M.Strikman14



♥♥ Observed A-dependence A1.61±0.08 [C → Pt]

FMS prediction A1.54 [C → Pt] for large kt & extra small
enhancement for intermediate kt.

For soft diffraction the Pt/C ratio is ∼ 7 times smaller!!

(An early prediction Bertsch, Brodsky, Goldhaber, Gunion 81

σ(A) ∝ A1/3)

In soft diffraction color fluctuations are also important leading to

σsoft diffr(π + A → X + A) ∝ A.7

Miller Frankfurt &S, 93

M.Strikman15



Recent analysis of D.Ashery (05) D. Ashery, Tel Aviv University

Fit to Gegenbauer Polynomials

Generate Acceptance-Corrected Momentum distributions

Assume dσ
du ∝ φ2

π(u, Q2) in both k⊥ regions

Fit distributions to:

dσ

du
∝ φ2

π(u, Q2) = 36u2(1 − u)2
(

1.0 + a2C
3/2
2 (2u − 1) + a4C

3/2
4 (2u − 1)

)2

For high kt : a2 = a4 = 0 → Asymptotic

For low kt : a2 = 0.30 ± 0.05, a4 = (0.5 ± 0.1) · 10−2 → Transition

Squeezing occurs already  before the leading term (1-z)z dominates!!!  
16



♥♥♥♥ k−n
t dependence of dσ/dk2

t ∝ 1/k7.5
t for kt ≥ 1.7GeV/c close to the

QCD prediction - n ∼ 8.0 for the kinematics of E971

M.Strikman

➵ Presence of small size  qq Fock components in light mesons is unambiguously established

➵

➵

-

At  transverse  separations d ≤ 0.3 fm pQCD reasonably describes “small qq - dipole”- nucleon interaction 
for 10-4 < x < 10-2

-

Color transparency is established for the small dipole interaction  with nucleons, nuclei (for x ~10-2 )

Combined with a success of dipole /QCD factorization picture for VM production at high 
energies (reviewed by C.Weiss)  

or higher terms in 
Gegenbauer 
expansion???

CT is easier to probe for mesons than for baryons as only two quarks have to come close

Meson is not as much of a rope (camel) as a baryon and can be  easier put through  a needle



●
measure of the strength of inelastic interactions of small dipole in the processes 
initiated by BFKL elastic qq - parton scattering at W=30 GeV -  1 TeV   - interplay 
of color transparency and color opacity 

q
Α

γ ρ(J/ψ)

Χ

FS & Zhalov 06

-

γ + A →ρ(J/ψ) + gap + X

ab
so

rp
tiv

e 
in

te
ra

ct
io

n

trigger on hadron production in a rapidity interval close to one 
of the nuclei  - much easier than single VM production trigger

Advantages: 

no ambiguity which of the nuclei emitted photon - Large W 
are possible

at virtuality ~ mq2 -t

18

Future high energy CT studies  at LHC  - ultraperipheral heavy ion 
collisions (UPC)  - UPC group is to release report in few days. 



Strong sensitivity of Aeff/A to 
the strength of  inelastic qq-
N interactions
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Figure 6: The probability of rapidity gap survival as a function of σeff which models the
strength of dipole-nucleon interaction in nuclear medium.
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Predict:

❃ Aeff/A  should increase with t at fixed W

❃
Aeff/A  should decrease with increase of W at fixed t - onset 
of black disk regime

Complementary to quasielastic process - no small x 
partons in the nucleus are involved on the trigger level

19



Intermediate energies

Main issues 

At what Q2 / t  particular processes select PLC  -  for example 
interplay of end point and LT contributions in the e.m. form factors,....

If the PLC is formed - how long it remains  smaller than average configuration

☛

☛

Studies of FS  & Miller and Jennings 

lcoh = (0.3 ÷0.4  fm ) ph [GeV]

and about the same for pions and nucleons due to similarity of the 
Regge slopes for meson and baryon trajectories

Long story of the studies of p+A

20



We can relate the experimentally observed quantity TCH to

the convolution of the fundamental pp cross section with a

nuclear momentum distribution n!! ,p!mT",

TCH = Tpp#
!1

!2

d!# d2P!mTn!!,P!mT"

d"

dt
pp!s!!""

d"

dt
pp!s0"

, !15"

where s and s0 are defined by Eq. (5). Further noting that for
fixed beam energy the ratio of pp cross sections in Eq. (15) is
well approximated with a function of ! only, we can also

write

TCH = Tpp#
!1

!2

d!N!!"

d"

dt
pp!s!!""

d"

dt
pp!s0"

. !16"

Finally, if the range !!1 ,!2" is restricted to a narrow interval
around unity, we see that the relationship between the con-

ventional definition of nuclear transparency Tpp and the ex-

perimentally measured ratio TCH reduces to a simple propor-

tionality,

TCH $ TppN!1"!!2 ! !1" . !17"

Our actual determination of the normalization of Tpp will

be directly obtained from Eq. (15) with the evaluation of the
integral by the Monte Carlo method, including a weighting

of the integrand by experimental acceptance. The shape of

the nuclear momentum distribution, taken from work by Ref.

[32], is used to calculate these integrals. With the normaliza-
tion fixed, a Monte Carlo program is used to select a region

of c.m. angular range where the geometrical acceptance is

the same for elastic and quasielastic events. Typically this

corresponds to a range of 86° to 90°c.m. as given in Table I.

E. Nuclear transparency for E850

The evaluation of the integral given in Eq. (15) using the
form the momentum distribution in Eq. (12) yields the
nuclear transparency, Tpp, given in Table I. Now the mea-

sured nuclear transparency can be directly compared to the

nuclear transparency calculated in the Glauber model [12].
The limits of the Glauber prediction are shown as the two

horizontal lines in Fig. 11(b). The limits of the Glauber pre-
diction and uncertainty were calculated using published as-

sumptions [33]. The magnitude of the Glauber nuclear trans-
parency is uncertain at the level indicated but there is a

general consensus that Glauber model predicts no significant

energy dependence for nuclear transparency in this momen-

tum range. However, from the pure perturbative quantum

chromodynamics (pQCD) perspective it is unclear what
would generate a scale for a peak in the nuclear transparency

near 9.5 GeV/c. The probability that the E850 result for the

carbon transparency is consistent with the band of Glauber

values is less than 0.3%, and compared to a best fit with a

constant transparency of 0.24, the probability is less than

0.8%.

F. Deuteron transparency

For the earlier experimental run of E850, we used CD2 as

well as CH2 targets. With an appropriate C subtraction we

are able to obtain a D/H transparency as given in Eq. (18),

TDH =
RCD2

! RC

RCH2
! RC

. !18"

We include essentially all of the deuteron wave function by

using an expanded !0 interval, 0.85#!0#1.05. The TDH
transparencies for incident 5.9 and 7.5 GeV/c are 1.06±0.07

and 1.10±0.10 as listed in Table I. The fact that they are

consistent with 1.0 provides a further check on the normal-

ization of the nuclear transparency. Further details are to be

found in Ref. [28].

G. Discussion of angular dependence

Figure 12 shows the angular dependence as well as the

momentum dependence for the carbon transparencies from

E850 as reported in Ref. [1]. There is a significant decrease

FIG. 11. (a) (top frame) The nuclear transparency ratio TCH as a
function of beam momentum. (b) (bottom frame) The nuclear trans-
parency Tpp as a function of the incident beam momentum. The

events in these plots are selected using the cuts of Eq. (9), and a
restriction on the polar angles as described in the text. The errors

shown here are statistical errors, which dominate for these

measurements.
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We can relate the experimentally observed quantity TCH to

the convolution of the fundamental pp cross section with a

nuclear momentum distribution n!! ,p!mT",

TCH = Tpp#
!1
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d!# d2P!mTn!!,P!mT"
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dt
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where s and s0 are defined by Eq. (5). Further noting that for
fixed beam energy the ratio of pp cross sections in Eq. (15) is
well approximated with a function of ! only, we can also

write

TCH = Tpp#
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Finally, if the range !!1 ,!2" is restricted to a narrow interval
around unity, we see that the relationship between the con-

ventional definition of nuclear transparency Tpp and the ex-

perimentally measured ratio TCH reduces to a simple propor-

tionality,

TCH $ TppN!1"!!2 ! !1" . !17"

Our actual determination of the normalization of Tpp will

be directly obtained from Eq. (15) with the evaluation of the
integral by the Monte Carlo method, including a weighting

of the integrand by experimental acceptance. The shape of

the nuclear momentum distribution, taken from work by Ref.

[32], is used to calculate these integrals. With the normaliza-
tion fixed, a Monte Carlo program is used to select a region

of c.m. angular range where the geometrical acceptance is

the same for elastic and quasielastic events. Typically this

corresponds to a range of 86° to 90°c.m. as given in Table I.

E. Nuclear transparency for E850

The evaluation of the integral given in Eq. (15) using the
form the momentum distribution in Eq. (12) yields the
nuclear transparency, Tpp, given in Table I. Now the mea-

sured nuclear transparency can be directly compared to the

nuclear transparency calculated in the Glauber model [12].
The limits of the Glauber prediction are shown as the two

horizontal lines in Fig. 11(b). The limits of the Glauber pre-
diction and uncertainty were calculated using published as-

sumptions [33]. The magnitude of the Glauber nuclear trans-
parency is uncertain at the level indicated but there is a

general consensus that Glauber model predicts no significant

energy dependence for nuclear transparency in this momen-

tum range. However, from the pure perturbative quantum

chromodynamics (pQCD) perspective it is unclear what
would generate a scale for a peak in the nuclear transparency

near 9.5 GeV/c. The probability that the E850 result for the

carbon transparency is consistent with the band of Glauber

values is less than 0.3%, and compared to a best fit with a

constant transparency of 0.24, the probability is less than

0.8%.

F. Deuteron transparency

For the earlier experimental run of E850, we used CD2 as

well as CH2 targets. With an appropriate C subtraction we

are able to obtain a D/H transparency as given in Eq. (18),

TDH =
RCD2

! RC

RCH2
! RC

. !18"

We include essentially all of the deuteron wave function by

using an expanded !0 interval, 0.85#!0#1.05. The TDH
transparencies for incident 5.9 and 7.5 GeV/c are 1.06±0.07

and 1.10±0.10 as listed in Table I. The fact that they are

consistent with 1.0 provides a further check on the normal-

ization of the nuclear transparency. Further details are to be

found in Ref. [28].

G. Discussion of angular dependence

Figure 12 shows the angular dependence as well as the

momentum dependence for the carbon transparencies from

E850 as reported in Ref. [1]. There is a significant decrease

FIG. 11. (a) (top frame) The nuclear transparency ratio TCH as a
function of beam momentum. (b) (bottom frame) The nuclear trans-
parency Tpp as a function of the incident beam momentum. The

events in these plots are selected using the cuts of Eq. (9), and a
restriction on the polar angles as described in the text. The errors

shown here are statistical errors, which dominate for these

measurements.
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The final data from EVA BNL experiment 

Eikonal approximation calculation with proper 
normalization of the wave function (Frankfurt, Zhalov, MS) 
agrees well the 5.9 GeV data.

Significant effect for p= 9 GeV where lcoh= 2.7 fm. 
10 GeV is sufficient to suppress rather significantly 
expansion effects. Hence one can use energies above 
~10 GeV to study other aspects of the dynamics

✦

✦

✦
Glauber level transparency for 11.5 -14.2 GeV a 
problem for all models  as   24 GeV2≤s’≤ 30 GeV2

since it is too broad for a resonance of for interference 
of quark exchange and Landshoff mechanisms 

⇒

21



In dijet production pt ~ 1 GeV/c   corresponding to Q2 ~4 pt2~ 4GeV2

seemed to be enough to squeeze the system (though not yet to reach 
asymptotic  in z distribution

Hence pion production: γ* +A →π A* , seems promising to look for an early 
onset of CT

MS and Gerry Miller - tried to sell at CT workshop here in 95

Published  calculations last year with lcoh = 0.3  fm  pπ [GeV] 

 Jlab data to be released soon - kindly provided by D.Dutta 
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FIG. 2: Nuclear transparency, T, vs. Q2 for 2H and 12C
(left, top panel), 29Al (right, top), 63Cu (left, bottom) and
197Au (right, bottom). The inner error bars are the statistical
uncertainties and the outer error bars are the statistical and
point-to-point systematic uncertainties added in quadrature.
The solid and dashed lines are Glauber and Glauber plus CT
calculations, respectively [26, 27]. Similarly, the dot-dash and
dotted lines are Glauber and Glauber plus CT calculations,
respectively [28, 29]. These calculations also include the effect
of short range correlations (SRC).

without CT of Larson et al. and Cosyn et al. [26, 28], and
are in good agreement with the CT calculations of the
same authors. Larson et al. use a semiclassical Glauber
multiple scattering approximation, while Cosyn et al. use
a relativistic version of Glauber multiple scattering the-
ory. Both groups incorporate CT using the quantum
diffusion model of Ref. [30] thereby adopting identical
parameters.

In addition to the Q2 dependence, the dependence of
the nuclear transparency on the nucleon number, A, is
important in the search of CT effects and is examined by
fitting the transparency as a function of A at fixed Q2

to the form T = Aα−1. Based on pion-nucleus scattering
cross sections [31], the parameter α is expected to be
energy independent and have a value of α ∼ 0.76. Any
deviation of the A dependence of nuclear transparency
from this expectatoin would be a signal for CT-like ef-
fects. Our results shown in Fig 3, indicates the energy
dependence of the parameter α deviates from the con-
ventional nuclear physics expectation. The systematic
uncertainties shown include contributions from the fit-
ting error and the model uncertainties. Our results are
in reasonable agreement with α extracted from the cal-
culations (with CT) of Larson et al. [26] but are system-
atically lower than the calculations (with CT and short
range correlations) of Cosyn et al. [29].

These results seem to confirm the predicted early on-
set of CT in mesons compared to baryons. Our results,
together with the previous transparency measurements
with mesons [17, 18], suggest a gradual transition to
meson production with small inter-quark separation and
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FIG. 3: The parameter α is shown vs Q2. The inner error
bars are the statistical uncertainty and the outer error bars are
the quadrature sum of statistical and systematic and model
uncertainties. The hatched line is the value of α extracted
from pion-nucleus scattering data [31]. The solid, dashed, and
dotted lines are α obtained from fitting the A dependence of
the theoretical calculations, Glauber, Glauber +CT [26, 27],
and Glauber+SRC+CT [28, 29] respectively.

the onset of reaction mechanisms consistent with QCD-
factorization at Q2 values of a few (GeV/c)2. These re-
sults also put severe constraint on early models of CT
which predict a dramatic transition with a threshold-like
behavior.

In summary, we have measured the nuclear trans-
parency of pions from Q2 = 1.0 to 4.8 (GeV/c)2 over
a wide range of A (2 - 197). Both the energy dependence
and the A dependence of the transparency show devia-
tions from the traditional nuclear physics expectations
and are in agreement with CT calculations [26, 28]. It
is important to extend these measurements to Q2 ∼ 10
(GeV/c)2, where the largest CT effects are predicted, in
order to establish the onset of CT effect on a firm footing.
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VM CT studies

☺CT is observed for γ+A →J/ψ +A at FNAL  (Sokoloff et al)

 ◆     ρ -meson production at high energies - inconclusive - some evidence 
in incoherent scattering  - E665, HERMES - missing  energy is significant - 
hadrons can be produced - in principle a different type of process. 

◆ Jlab experiment - next talk.  Two comments:

a) ρ has large width. Decay length  ~ pρ/Γmρ   less or  comparable to the radius of iron 
for pρ <  2GeV/c. Two pions are absorbed with cross section > 60 mb for these energies - effect 
disappears at large pρ  and mimics CT pattern.

b) Transparency of lower Q is very low - comparable to that for (e,e’p) 
where σ~ 40 mb

Further theoretical studies are necessary to estimate quantitatively the role of this effect 
for the Jlab kinematics. I wish I am wrong - the t-slope data reported Guidal  do suggest 
squeezing of the rho wave function. 25



Directions for future studies at Jlab

Until condition is met   

lcoh ≥ linter = 1/σρA

CT should remain small  (independent of whether it exists at all)

For nucleon linter ∼ 2fm =⇒ Q2 ≥ 13GeV 2

12 GeV upgrade  (e,e’p)  experiment can reach at least Q2=15 GeV2

One needs further studies at intermediate Q2  since the current 
situation is rather contradictory

26
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Discrepancy with Glauber calculation is typically 30% for heavy nuclei???
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Glauber model ( Frankfurt, Strikman, Zhalov) : very small suppression at large Q2 :  Q> 0.9 
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calculated using HFS spectral 
function with the data.  No 
room for large quenching, 

though 10-15% effect does not 
contradict to the data.

Small quenching is consistent with a 
small strength at large excitation 

energies for the momentum range of 
the NE-18 experiment (R. Milner - 

private communication)
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Complementary strategy - use processes where multiple 
rescatterings dominate in light  nuclei (2H,3He)

Egiyan, Frankfurt, Miller, Sargsian, MS 94-95 
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IA

GEA

Calculation by Sargsian in GEA. Very 
similar results from Perugia group 

Benchmark project - compare 
different codes for the same 

input

Why: small distances - suppression of 
expansion, high power of σeff
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Chiral transparency - pion cloud contribution becomes negligible in the 
nucleon form factor at Q2 > 1 GeV2  ➠ at large Q charge exchange 
processes should be suppressed (LF& H.Lee, GM, MS, MS- 97).

Example:

p

p
n

n

π-

Δ0
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Large angle γ +N → π +N  in nuclei. Quark Counting rules with point-like 
photon imply a change of A-dependence already in the region where 
expansion effects are large - because in this regime photon penetrates to 
any point in the nucleus

A-dependence of virtual compton scattering - at what Q transition of 
vector dominance to CT. HERMES data are consistent with Guzey and MS 
prediction based on CT and closure - but accuracy of the data is moderate.

☺

☛
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Conclusions

High energy CT is well established

LHC:   ❖ Search for proton dissociation into three jets (TOTEM-CMS)

❖ Investigation of color opacity in ultraperipheral collisions

Jlab - 12 GeV

Decisive test of CT for meson production

lcoh   large enough to suppress expansion effects

Will allow to learn whether nucleon f.f. at Q2 ~ 10 -15 GeV2  

are dominated by PLC or mean field configurations

❖

❖

J-PARC, GSI Interesting programs possible complementary to Jlab
32


